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Diagnostica Stago is one of the world leading companies in the field of blood research. It develops and manufactures reagents and analytical instruments. Today, 300 employees use the project management software Artologik ProjectManager, and the number of active users is to increase to 460 by the end of this year.

Immediately found Artologik on Google
Stéphane Targé, project leader for new technologies at Diagnostica Stago, was the one finding Artologik ProjectManager while searching the Internet: “I immediately found the Artologik website when searching on Google. I think I wrote ‘time management software’ in the search field. Our goal was to find one single application that could combine all the needs of the company and also work together with the rest of our software.”

*We chose Artologik ProjectManager for its ergonomics. We also had a great contact with the sales team at Artisan*. The fact that Artisan had a French speaking sales staff was a prerequisite to Diagnostica Stago. Their management was indeed sceptical about making business with a company that was not based in France. “Since the Artisan team was responding so well and so quick to all of our questions, and in French, it did not take much time before the doubts of our directors vanished – and the software is just brilliant!*

Testing without strains
Stéphane points out the fact that he could test the application without stress. “I could test online with some example data and then get my own try site for registering my own projects, customers and members. I could involve the whole team without having to install anything at all on our own web server! It was the very first time I had been offered such a possibility, and I loved it!”

Artologik ProjectManager is the first software Diagnostica Stago purchased on the Internet. They usually do business with companies located close to them that they have known for a while, or even companies they come across on fairs. This however was not a concern for Stéphane: “I like new things. I really am into looking towards new paths.”

Great relationship with Artisan
The fact that the two companies are so far away from each other could have limited the communication possibilities. Though, Stéphane feels he has had a very good relationship with Artisan. It is easy with e-mails, telephone and web-based support. Stéphane considers Artologik HelpDesk the perfect solution for customers. He and a colleague came for a visit to Sweden and Artisan visited Diagnostica in France, twice.

ProjectManager is for now only used by the French part of Diagnostica Stago, and mostly by the Research and Development departments. Eventually, all sections in France will use ProjectManager and ultimately the American teams as well.

Deploying ProjectManager
For now, Diagnostica Stago uses ProjectManager mainly for time registration, and is planning on extending its use to project management very soon. For the software to fully fit their specific needs, Diagnostica Stago ordered some custom-made functions entirely developed by the Artisan programmers and also set up a connection between their internal reporting system and Artologik ProjectManager.

“We have already benefited from one set of adaptations which we installed in the summer 2007, and are currently waiting for some more new features we recently ordered. As far as I am concerned, nothing is missing at this time! Our users really like the software too and are regularly asking for even more advanced reports. ProjectManager fits perfectly the use Diagnostica Stago has for it.”

"ProjectManager fits perfectly the use Diagnostica Stago has for it"
What do you do at Artisan?
I mainly work as a trainer on our Artologik products, and I am also part of the sales team. I take care of software demonstrations, write manuals and educational material. I also get to do some technical support when I have time. So, to make it short, I do a little bit of everything!

Why is software education necessary?
Many of our customers request training sessions. The demand comes both from customers who have just recently purchased and want to get started quickly, as well as from customers who after having been users for a while want to learn more. We offer education for all kinds of users: administrators (we help them create a good structure in the application), other general users (we go through how to best use the features according to their access rights).

What do you do when you are not working at Artisan?
My biggest interest is music. I play in a band and perform as a troubadour.

To our Artologik series of software we have been developing add-ons, responding to your wishes for more advanced functions. Available in the form of plugins, they will integrate easily to your licence and complement the already existing features.

**EZbooking**
- EZ-Visit – visit registration
- EZ-Equip – equipment registration
- EZ-Order – orders
- EZ-LDAP – directory service

**HelpDesk**
- HD-Track – product register
- HD-Advanced – advanced request handling
- HD-TIME – time your support
- HD-LDAP – directory service

**ProjectManager**
- PM-Flex – flextime registration
- PM-LDAP – directory service

**TIME**
- TIME-Flex – flextime registration
- TIME-LDAP – directory service

**Query&Report**
- QR-Multilanguage – multilingual surveys
- QR-LDAP – directory service

Two more plug-ins are soon to be released; QR-Advanced Report and HD-Inventory system. Contact us for information, or read more on www.artologik.com.